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Dear Ms. Dortch:
As the Commission finalizes its new framework for business data services, the draft Order
now circulating does not mandate wholesale rate discounts for Ethernet service. And although
Windstream and others continue to argue that the Commission should require a price differential
between wholesale and retail business data services, 1 there is no factual or legal basis for the
Commission to do so. 2 A wholesale discount solely for other carriers is unnecessary to ensure
reasonable prices for end users of business data services.
There is no legal basis for a rule mandating that carriers provide the same business data
services at different rates to different customers, and none of the provisions in Title II of the
Communications Act permit, much less require, this result. First, the Commission has long
interpreted Sections 201 and 202 as “prohibiting customer or use restrictions—i.e. restrictions that
categorically deny certain customers the same rates, terms, and conditions available to others the
same rates—as unreasonably discriminatory.” 3 Second, although Section 251(b) requires all LECs
to provide telecommunications services on a resale basis without unreasonable or discriminatory
conditions, it does not mandate a discount for wholesale customers. Third, the “avoided cost”
standard of Section 251(c)(4) does not apply to exchange access services, which include business
data services. 4 And even if that section could be stretched to apply in this context contrary to the
Commission’s rules, it would only permit state commissions, not this Commission, to set specific
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wholesale discounts based on a general standard that the Commission sets forth. This would lead to
an unworkable patchwork of wholesale discounts in each state, which would be fundamentally at
odds with the interstate nature of business data services. 5
Furthermore, the record in this proceeding does not support Windstream’s allegation of a
price squeeze for Ethernet services and its requests for a guaranteed spread between wholesale and
retail rates. The comments did not address the key elements the Commission has said must be
present to show an unlawful price squeeze. 6 For example, the Commission has noted that proving a
price squeeze is complex and, among other things, requires an evidentiary showing that overcomes
the accused carrier’s legitimate business justifications. 7 The Commission also recognized that “key
elements of a price squeeze inquiry” are “input costs, revenues, and internal costs.” 8 In this
proceeding, no commenter has provided evidence sufficient to meet these elements for business
data services.
Claims of an anticompetitive price-squeeze in business data services also are at odds with
economic logic and the facts of the marketplace. As the Commission has recognized, exclusionary
pricing behavior is possible only if a monopolist is likely to succeed in driving actual or potential
rivals from the market, which is doubtful once facilities-based competitors have entered the
marketplace. Even if one competitor exits the market, “[a]nother firm can buy the facilities at a
price that reflects expected future earnings and, as long as it can charge a price that covers average
variable cost, will be able to compete with the incumbent LEC.” 9 Thus, “[i]n telecommunications,
where variable costs are a small fraction of total costs, the presence of facilities-based competition
with significant sunk investment makes exclusionary pricing behavior costly and highly unlikely to
succeed.” 10 Here, it is not credible to suggest that ILECs would be able to drive cable operators and
other facilities-based providers of Ethernet services from the marketplace. Facilities-based
competitive entry for these services has been increasing, not decreasing, when Windstream alleges
it has faced a squeeze.
And even if it were the case that wholesale rates do exceed retail rates for like services, as a
matter of economics and antitrust law, that does not necessarily demonstrate an anticompetitive
price squeeze but instead just prompts further inquiry into the justifications for such pricing. 11 So if
the Commission were to find evidence of little or no gap between retail and wholesale rates, it
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would still need to conduct a more searching inquiry to determine whether that gap is justified by
costs, competition, or other legitimate reasons. As the Commission has repeatedly recognized, the
appropriate venue to conduct that inquiry and address price-squeeze claims is in a Section 208
complaint proceeding, 12 and the draft Order is consistent with that approach. 13
In addition, the Commission should only be concerned by the spread between wholesale and
retail rates where there is a dominant provider with market power. Here, the Commission has not
found any Ethernet provider has market power. To the contrary, the Commission has proposed
“discarding the traditional classification of ‘dominant’ and ‘nondominant’ carriers.” 14 Verizon and
INCOMPAS also proposed a “framework that moves away from the current dominant/nondominant regulatory structure. 15 And the draft Order now circulating would level the playing field
for Ethernet providers by granting them “uniform forbearance” from dominant-carrier
requirements. 16 In a marketplace where there is no dominant provider—such as the marketplace for
Ethernet services—the relationship between wholesale and retail pricing is not legally significant. 17
Finally, whatever concerns about the spread between wholesale and retail rates have existed
until now, once the Commission adopts and implements an order that ensures just and reasonable
prices for business data services, those concerns should dissipate. A framework that ensures
reasonably priced services should resolve the concerns regarding alleged price squeezes. And it
would be premature at best to take additional steps, like mandating a wholesale rate discount, to
address price-squeeze concerns before these new rules take effect and are incorporated into the
marketplace.
Very truly yours,
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